
 
 

Tasmanian Irrigation / Irrigator Representative Committee Meeting: Lower South Esk Irrigation District 

Date: Wednesday 11 July 2018, 9.30 pm – 11.30pm 

Location: Tasmanian Irrigation office, Launceston Airport 

Present: Jan Hamilton, Bill Chilvers, Ben Grubb, Nicola Morris (Chair), Mike O’Shea, Andrew 
Kneebone, Scott Williams, Anna Graham. 

Apologies: Helen Baillie, Knox Heggaton. 

 
Minutes 

1. Previous minutes taken as read. 
2. No outstanding actions. 
3. Nicola introduced Andrew Kneebone, the new GM of Water Delivery, and gave an update on 

recent staffing changes. Aim of these changes has been to cut down the levels of management 
between the Scheme Operators and the executive.  

4. Mike presented the Scheme Update notes to the group and invited people to provide feedback. 
 
Scott provided a summary of the operation of the scheme since taking over the job in 
December/January: 

 Busy first season for a new operator, with no major dramas. Pumps went well with one small 
issue which was fixed quickly. 

 Dam fill program commenced in May, with around 1,500 ML of flood take water taken so far. 
The focus is to maximise dam fill during flood takes where possible, while pumping during off-
peak period during non-flood take times as required. This program is being monitored closely by 
Scott, with input from the Irrigator Representative Committee Chair, Bill Chilvers. Around 
2,000ML is required to bring the dam to full. Target to have a full dam by the end of September. 

 Dam fill programs are set with input from the Scheme Operator and Irrigator Representative 
Committee, with oversight from TI to ensure reliability obligations are met. 

 Scott monitors river flows, and is able to respond to declared flood takes very quickly. 
 TI will delay announcing the Annual Variable Charge rates until later in the dam fill program, to 

better reflect the actual costs incurred.  
ACTION: Recalculate the potential Annual Variable Charge rate at the end of August. 
ACTION: TI to provide some information to enable Scott and Bill to perform some “whatif” 
scenarios for the dam fill program, and the impact on Annual Variable Charge pricing. 

 Pumping capacity during off-peak periods is around 450 ML/week. When pumping 24/7 this 
increases to around 700 ML/week. 
ACTION: TI to provide committee with information about DPIPWE interim cease to take 
conditions. 

 All agreed that if there is a flood take during the summer season where TI has the opportunity to 
pump additional water into the dam, this would be treated as a “head start” on the dam fill 
program on the next year. There would be no additional water made available over the annual 
allocations already in the scheme. This is to be reviewed annually prior to start of each season. 

5. Mike provided a line by line commentary on the draft May financials: 
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 Financial information provided at this time is in draft, with end of financial year underway. 
 Build business pays for 75% of the Corporate Overhead costs, with the remaining 25% shared 

across Water Delivery.  This 25% of Corporate Overheads, and also the Water Delivery 
(operations) Overheads are allocated to irrigation schemes on the basis of volume (ML) on issue 
(40%) and the number of customers (41%). Around 19% of the overheads are met by power 
stations, self-managed schemes, and other infrastructure managed by TI.  

 When TI has no more Build projects, the Corporate Overheads will need to drop to a level which 
reflects the 25% component currently met by the Water Delivery business.  

 Irrigators requested prior year comparatives for future financial reports. 
ACTION: TI to try to obtain prior year comparatives for future financial reports. 

 Closing water stock reflects the value of the amount in the dam which is remaining at the end of 
May. Based on cost to put water into the dam (water purchase and electricity).  

 Dam safety relates to a floating intake inspection, which may be able to be funded from the 
Asset Renewal fund in future.  

 Scheme Operator is shared between Lower South Esk, North Esk, and Swan schemes. This is not 
based on timesheets, but is reviewed to ensure that the percentages reflect actual time spent.  

 TI has an ongoing project to review the basis of rates/land tax being applied. This is not expected 
to be resolved quickly. 

 Repairs and maintenance include works around the waterproof cabinet, which may be funded 
from the Asset Renewal fund. 
ACTION: TI to review costs in R&M to see whether they can be funded from ARL. 

 Monitoring costs were lower, as the blue-green algae testing wasn’t required. A provision for 
this testing has been included in the budget.  

6. Nicola presented the draft budget for 2018-19: 
 Energy rebate is likely to be extended for another year, TI aims to provide more information 

about the impact of this in the next two weeks. Pricing announcements are expected to be 
delayed until after this impact has been confirmed, and also once the dam fill program is a little 
further advanced. 
ACTION: TI to provide more information about the application of the Energy Rebate and the 
impact on the variable charges. 
Action: TI to confirm final budget including fixed and variable pricing, and a breakdown of all 
Asset Renewal Fund movements. 

 Intense discussion is underway with Hydro Tasmania regarding the methodology for charging for 
water purchased from Hydro sources. Long term aim to review the appropriateness of the Act 
which entitles Hydro to ownership of all water. 

 Ongoing Farm WAP audits are likely, with cost savings realised by involving the Scheme 
Operators in the process. 
ACTION: Circulate a reminder to all irrigators of the expectations of the Farm WAPs, and 
explaining what a Farm WAP audit will require. 

 Mike explained some of the dam safety requirements under the ANCOLD1 guidelines. South 
Riana Dam is a Hugh C category dam which requires three visual inspections each week. These 
requirements allow for reporting to the regulator in accordance with the Water Management 
Act 2000.  

                                                           
1 Australian National Committee on Large Dams 
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ACTION: TI to investigate options to fund some dam safety activities from the Asset Renewal 
fund. 

 Noted the significant reduction in the allocation of overheads in the budget. Due to savings in 
employee expenses, and other non-employee savings. 

 Annual Fixed Charge rate (operation & maintenance charge) set to increase by around 8% to 
bring to break even.  
ACTION: TI to review the Lower South Esk budget to see whether the Annual Fixed Charge can be 
maintained at the same level as 2017-18. 

 Mike explained the recent work on Asset Renewal Levy modelling, and the development of Asset 
Management Plans for schemes. The idea of the Asset Renewal Levy is to provide for the 
replacement and refurbishment of scheme assets, over the life of the scheme. These plans are to 
be reviewed annually. 

7. Anna explained that the obligation for Annual Fixed Charges arises on the first day of the season, 
with charges based on the current entitlement volume at that time. Invoices historically have 
been issued in January, and so any trades between season opening and January often result in 
questions about who is liable. Irrigators agreed that it would be fine to raise the invoice on the 
first day of the season, and allow extended payment terms to January/February. 

8. Nicola explained that the scheme by-laws have been put in place, and are available on the 
website. 
ACTION: Attach a copy of the by-laws to these minutes to circulate. 

9. Other business: 
 Nicola gave an update of the Future Irrigation Project which has drawn strong interest from 

potential irrigators for 10 new schemes. This is resourced with a specific project team, funded by 
a grant. The funding will dictate any timeframes for construction. More information is expected 
by the end of this year. 

 Nicola outlined the recent funding received to investigate additional mini hydro power 
generation opportunities around Tasmania. Any new infrastructure will be installed on existing 
TI assets, with any expected revenue expected to reduce power costs for all irrigators with water 
entitlements in TI schemes (ie the funds will not be kept in the individual schemes where 
infrastructure may be located).  

 TI website is being updated, and will include general information such as dam levels and river 
flows. 

 Scott explained that his preference for water orders is to be via SMS, as this is quick and then 
provides him a written record of the request. Also discussed that irrigators sometimes forget 
about the expected timeframes around delivery. 
ACTION: TI to prepare formalised guidelines to remind irrigators of the obligations around 
ordering water, including the set time for releases. 

 Irrigators asked about the water provided to a bauxite mine during the year.  
ACTION: TI to investigate potential unauthorised use of water from Milford Dam for testing at 
the bauxite mine site during the year. 


